Beirut blast kills Lebanese official

Tuesday in a bomb blast that injured others was wounded. The sources said Gemayel’s body was found in the rubble of the building on Saifi Square a few hours after the explosion at 4 p.m. (10 a.m. EDT). It occurred as the 54-year-old presidential-elect prepared to address a rally of his followers.

The Phalange Party’s radio station had reported earlier that Gemayel survived unscathed and walked away from the rubble. It said it went up from a crowd in the Christian neighborhood, church bells rang and Phalangists fired in the air. It threatened the president-elect with damnation if Gemayel had survived. It even attributed a quote to the president-elect was dead.

The explosion ripped down a third of the building that housed the neighborhood Phalange Party headquarters in the Ashrafieh district of western Beirut. Gemayel was reported walking away from the scene when it occurred.

According to the sources who reported Gemayel’s death, President-elect Gemayel had been unhurt when he left the village of South Wazzan of the death. Lebanon’s state radio made no comment on the Gemayel’s death. The report is based on a vowing Gemayel walking away from the rubble.

In LaFortune

Students to open flower shop

By JERRY WHOOLEY

A new florist will open its doors to the Notre Dame community tomorrow at 11 a.m. in the LaFortune basement. The new shop is named the Nazz, an acronym for Notre Dame Student Associations.

A student group recently attended co-conferences at universities across the country. This group founded Notre Dame lacking in several areas of student service. McDonnell initiated the idea of a student flower shop and brought it to Student Union Director, Serve Strake. For consideration.

Strake approved the idea and contacted Marianne Meyers, Notre Dame’s Vice President of Student Affairs. McDonnell, an accounting major, will handle the necessary bookkeeping.

The managers maintain that the plant quality promises to be excellent, while the prices will be the lowest in the area. The shop will be supplied by several South Bend wholesalers. The shop will be strictly student operated and Ms. Meyers, a finance and accounting major, will handle the necessary bookkeeping.

The shop will be open weekdays, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 5 to 7 p.m. The shop is open on Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

No compromises

Scheduling causes crowded lines

By MICHELE MADDEN

Intelligent class scheduling is apparently the cause of overcrowded lunch lines this year, but the new food service director refuses to sacrifice quality to alleviate the problem.

Since the number of meal plans has increased by only 126 from last year, the problem seems to stem from the administration’s scheduling of classes at the noon hour.

Some of the proposals for decreasing the waiting time have included assigned dining halls, closing North Dining Hall’s deli lines or preparing food that can be more rapidly served. The director of the Notre Dame Food Service, Bill Hickey, however, refuses to compromise food quality or student convenience to reduce the wait.

Having directed food service programs in four other major universities, Hickey is enthusiastic about improving the student’s lunch experience at Notre Dame: Food Service. He has already introduced lunches for students in food quality, variety, staff spirit and communication with the students.

"Food Service is a vehicle to bring the student community together," Hickey said. He has many ideas for the upcoming year including Saturday night candlelight dinners, special holiday extravaganzas, picnics and the "Lunch service" you get designed to strike up enthusiasm within the staff. He genuinely feels that Food Service should be targeted to answer student needs and concerns of the students.

Much of the congestion at lunch could be avoided if students would try to eat lunch before 12:15 and after 1:10. They should be aware that there are genuine efforts being made to improve the atmosphere, food and serving line problems if they are willing to cooperate.

Their suggestions, compliments and compliments are welcomed and encouraged, because student atitudes can make all the difference.

At campus luncheon

AFROTC celebrates 35th year

By MIKE LEPRE

The Notre Dame ROTC program provides many benefits for everyone involved, according to United States Air Force Colonel John D. Miles.

Speaking yesterday at a luncheon celebrating the 35th anniversary of the Air Force ROTC program on the Notre Dame campus, Miles also pointed out that the ROTC program is the largest single source for new commissioned officers in the armed forces.

The affair, which was attended by local education from Notre Dame, Saint Mary's, Bethel College, and the University of Indiana at South Bend, also served as a chance to provide area college-level authorities with an understanding of the advantages of having an ROTC program.

Miles cited that over eighty-three percent of the enrolled ROTC members at Notre Dame are receiving scholarships. This statistic, according to Miles is "the highest of any university in the country." Miles also added that "one out of every ten students on campus is enrolled in our programs."

"Notre Dame ROTC is the largest source of scholarship money available to students here," said Miles in his presentation,"and in 1982 we provided our members with over three and a quarter million dollars in scholarship funds." Miles also alluded to the major drawback of the ROTC program, the possibility of "academic overload." In defense of this charge, Miles was quick to mention that "our students have certainly demonstrated the ability to cope with this problem."

Noting the ROTC at Notre Dame is extremely competitive, Miles stressed the importance of a good academic record backed by participation in extracurricular activities in order to gain acceptance into the program. Other important qualifications include passing a medical examination, and a personal interview.

"We are looking for a well-rounded, active student who exhibits the potential to be a leader," said Miles. Miles also asserted that his trainees are "very much involved in campus life as well."

Other benefits of the ROTC program include several field day, social dances and ROTC sponsored athletic teams. ROTC members also have the opportunity to teach courses and participate actively in community work, especially at Logans Center.

Miles sees the Notre Dame ROTC as an outstanding program which consists of many "super young adults who are well prepared for life beyond college."
"The Judeo-Christian Vision and the Modern Corporation," edited by Rev. Oliver F. Williams, C.S.C. as associate editor, by John W. Hauk, professor of management at the University of Notre Dame, was published recently by the University of Notre Dame Press. The book emerged from a seminar sponsored by the University of Notre Dame's past president, Fr. John J. DeBenedictis, and includes essays by economists, theologians, philosophers, corporate executives and business scholars, the book issued from a conference convened at Notre Dame by Hauk and Williams in April, 1980. From diverse areas of study and commitments, the essays examine the possibility of harmonious relationships with modern corporate procedures. Among the Notre Dame essayists are Dennis Goulet, Wil- liam and Dorothy G'Nell, professors of economics for justice, Ken- neth P. Johnson, associate professor of economics, William P. Sexton, chairman and associate professor of finance; and Charles K. Wilber, chairman and professor of economics. — The Observer

Father David B. Burrell, professor of theology and professor of philosophy at Notre Dame, has been appointed to a four-year term on Princeton University's advisory council for the Office of College Admissions. Father Burrell is a member of the National Association of College Admissions Counselors, the Independent Association of College Admissions Counselors and the Illinois Association of College Admissions Counselors. — The Observer

Kate M. Simonds, an admission counselor at Saint Mary's for the past two years, has been promoted to associate director of admission and director of national recruitment. She is responsible for all operations of the news service. — The Observer

Joseph T. Bonadies, supervisor of the grounds at Saint Mary's, has been named by the Professional Grounds Management Society for its 1982 outstanding member award. The honor was presented at the organization's annual conference in November in San Deigo. Bonadies, who joined the Saint Mary's staff in 1974, was given the President's Medal last spring during Saint Mary's commencement. He has been a member of the Professional Grounds Management Society since 1940. — The Observer

More business leaders took their undergraduate degrees at the University of Notre Dame than at any other American Catholic college or university, according to a survey done by standard agencies and the Corporation. The FISU study of the educational backgrounds of more than 50,000 top executives and directors included about 500 institutions of higher learning in the United States. With United States having held Notre Dame undergraduate degrees, Notre Dame was first among Catholic colleges and universities. Fordham University was second with 312. Notre Dame was 11th among the nation's private universities, where Ivy League schools dominated the top positions. When compared with all colleges and universities, Notre Dame's number of executive business leaders from baccalaureate alumni was 23rd. Yale University, with 1,697 executives and directors, was first in undergraduate degrees, and Harvard University, with 1,566, was second. — The Observer

President Reagan says Purdue University's fund-raising group, the President's Council is "the best in the American sport of commitment and volunteerism." In a con- gratulatory message to the council on Tuesday, Reagan said the council "is at the forefront of the movement" that has enabled Purdue to raise $25 million this year for Purdue's graduate studies and research programs. Reagan praised the group for its rapid growth to more than 1,300 members and for its donation drive to Purdue. Council members have given the uni- versity $35.7 million, $7.7 million during the last fiscal year, univer- sity officials said. Purdue's President's Council was founded in 1972, early in the presidency of Arthur G. Hansen, who wished it to serve as the backbone of a new effort to raise funds from private sources. — AP

Well-known author John Gardner was killed in a motorcycle accident. State University of New York at Binghamton officials confirmed Monday. He was 48. The accident oc- curred in Oakland Township in Susquehanna County, Pa., three miles away from Gardner's Pennslyvania home. Gardner is the author of "The Sunlight Dialogues" and several other novels, had been head of the creative writing program at the university since 1978. — AP

William J. Small, former president of NBC news, who left his post with the NBC news network in 1980, was named president and Chief Operating Officer of United Press International, it was announced Tuesday by Douglas Ruhe, the new service's managing director. Ruhe said he is "one of the news industry's true leaders," Ruhe said. "He is a first class manager with a sharp mind for innovation who will bring with him strong organizational and managerial skills." "I'm honored to have been chosen," small said. Ruhe said Small would have responsibility for all operations of the news service. On June 2, Media News Corp. bought UPI from the E.W. Scripps Co. The prin- cipal shareholders of the company are its founders, Conklin J. Overgaard and William Geisler. Len Small, who also is vice president of Small Newspapers, is not related to the new UPI president. — AP

Mostly cloudy today with 30 percent chance of showers. High in mid to upper 70s. Mostly cloudy tonight with slight chance of showers. Low in mid 50s. Tomorrow, partly sunny and cool. High in low to mid 70s. — AP

Highlights and Lowlights

Saturday's nighttime football game against Michigan is being heralded coast to coast as an event of immense significance. Thousands of inches of newspaper space have been devoted to the fact that the team is going to play the same game under artificial light that they've been playing since the turn of the century. Underlight.

The game is one of the hottest topics of the year on campus. Yet controversy tends to focus on the lights, the scars — or the tailgaters — rather than the game itself. The notion of "the Notre Dame and the world" is "intertwined to the point where the two are nearly synonymous. But is this obsession with "a game" war- ranted?

Financially speaking, the appeal of football cannot be denied. But there is a question of whether Notre Dame and cer- tainly the profligating prowess proceeds are endless. The bookstores alone probably does enough business in one football weekend to finance the landscaping repairs made necessary by a slew of trampling alumni all season long. And what better organized donation than football? It is a weekend directed toward the loyal alumni making his annual pledge to contribute to team "win one for the Gipper."

Edwards, the new Serrin Bar is expected to make twice the profits as the for- mer one according to Dean of Students James Rorem in a S35. 1 Observer article. Serrin Bar is also ex- pected to uphold the tradi- tion of a prize gift — the Serrin Bar must for all of Saturday's fans past the age of 21. This is in addition to the keggers and tailgaters taking place all over Green Fields.

It is a sad comment on our society that alcohol is such an integral part of our recreation. People involved in al- cohol abuse is particularly serious on Saturday's games against Michigan. Starting the game at 8 p.m. means more than seven additional hours of drinking beforehand. A few drinks combined with late night driving conditions after the game make the potential for disorder appear very real.

But the problems of college football are not limited to the fans in the stands. The term "collegiate sports" should be used in regard to football, is that a man respects a joke. The.arange in-name-of-only status of most college teams can cause kids everything the teams were meant to stand for.

Stories abound concerning rule violations ranging from the practice of players being given cars and to the practice of players being given cars and

money. Money, alcohol, and athletic prestige are the only motivations be- hind football at Notre Dame. Certainly they weren't in the University's earlier days. But we should re-examine the emphasis that football has taken at Notre Dame. Per- haps it began with the best of intentions, but somewhere along the line our priorities became confused. And it seems no one is in- terested in changing things. Notre Dame has a well deserved reputation com- parable to any other university in the country. Allowing that reputation to rest on the success or failure of a foot- ball team is ridiculous. Notre Dame should stand on its own. When you are great you don't have to win a football game to prove it.
Princess Grace dies from accident injuries

Monte-Carlo, Monaco (AP) - Princess Grace, who gave up her acting career as Oscar-winning film star Grace Kelly for a storybook marriage to Prince Rainier of Monaco, died Tuesday night of injuries suffered in an auto accident. She was 52.

The official Monaco government press service announced in a statement from the palace that Princess Grace died of "an intra-cranial vascular hemorrhage..."

On Monday, it had been announced that she had suffered a broken leg, ribs and shoulder when her car crashed off a twisting mountain road coming down from the French town of La Turbie. Her younger daughter, Princess Stephanie, was also in the car, which plunged 120 feet off the road, but Stephanie escaped with minor injuries.

The official statement said that Princess Grace's health "deteriorated during the night..." and on Tuesday, "At the end of the day all therapeutic possibilities had been exceeded, and her Serene Highness The Princess Grace died..." it concluded.

Princess Grace, daughter of a Philadelphia bricklayer-turned-millionaire, made just 11 movies before she gave up her acting career in 1956 to marry Monaco's Prince Rainier and move to the small seaside principality wedged between the French and Italian Rivieras.

She won an Academy Award as best actress in 1955 for "The Country Girl" in which she starred with Bing Crosby.

She was also a favorite of director Alfred Hitchcock, who preferred starstruck Strother Martin for his movie. She made her Broadway debut as the woman in "To Catch a Thief" with Cary Grant, "Dial M for Murder" with Robert Cummings and "Rear Window," with James Stewart.

She met Rainier at the Cannes film festival in 1955, and the romance flowered when he spent Christmas Day at the home of her parents. The couple had two children, Princess Caroline and Stephanie, and one son, Crown Prince Albert.

Princess Caroline was married briefly to Frenchman Philippe Junot, but they divorced in 1980 and had no children.

Grace Kelly was born Nov. 12, 1929, in Philadelphia. Her father, the son of an Irish immigrant, had gained fame as an Olympic gymnast and began a successful career as a building contractor working as a bricklayer.

After graduating from the American Academy of Dramatic Arts, Grace Kelly made her professional acting debut in a revival of other Pulitzer Prize-winning uncle George Kelly's "The Hairy Ape." A few months later, she made her Broadway debut as the father's daughter in "The Father," which ran for several months.

As a young actress in New York, she appeared in such TV dramas as "Kraft Television Theater" and "The Philco Television Playhouse." Both in to do "Studio One" and "The Somerset Maugham Theater" on NBC.

She made her movie debut in 1951, appearing in a small role in "Fourteen Hours," a film shot in New York.

A member of the environmental group "Greenpeace" William Greener, on an inflatable boat, followed by another member Jon Thomas, was herself in a dangerous situation as a crewman of a Dutch ship drops two barrels containing nuclear waste in the Atlantic Ocean, a few hundred miles off the Spanish northeastern coast, Friday, September 10. These Greenpeace members were trying to halt the dumping of several tons of nuclear waste in the ocean. (AP)

**Voter registration today**

Student Government has announced that the registration regulations will be held tomorrow and today, September 17-18. Members of the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's community may register between the hours of 10 and 5 at the Lafarson Student Center. Individuals wishing to register are requested to bring a student identification card or a valid driver's license.

The process at this drive will be qualified to vote in St. Joseph's County and their vote if registered to vote in the house of 18 and the Lafarson Student Center. Individuals wishing to vote by absentee mail in their home district should contact their local election board. They stressed urging in doing so, as the deadlines for filing are quite short and recognizing absentee ballots vary from state to state.

...Shop...continued from page 1

Valentine's Day carnations that have already become traditional around campus.

The shop opens Thursday with a ribbon cutting service and the management promises some unadvertised specials. They feel that this will provide "a useful service in a convenient location at moderate costs."
Pope targeted for Polish ties

Voters in a dozen states and the District of Columbia settled primary elections Tuesday, with Reaganomics and the merits — or demerits — of Reagan among the issues that marked the season's biggest crop of nominating contests.

Senior senators from Vermont and Nevada — Robert T. Stafford and Howard Cannon — had Congressmen who argued that it at years in office had more than forget the problems back home. Clint Zablocki, chairman of the House's Appropriations Committee, faced a similar challenge.

In a conservative-liberal confrontation, Democratic Gov. Edward J. King of Massachusetts locked horns with Michael Dukakis, t e man he ousted from the statehouse four years ago.

Dukakis taunted King as "a cheerleader for Reaganomics," said the King campaign was propped up by corruption. King emphasized a law-and-order stance, and called Dukakis a big spending liberal who raised state taxes and would again.

President Reagan's economic policies were a debasing point in assisted primary contests, including several that involved candidates for Congress and governor who backed past tax cuts. He had taken opposition to the campaign for the Nov. 2 general elections.

Wisconsin became the first of nine states to ballot on a nuclear freeze proposal, declaring by referendum whether to urge that the United States seek to negotiate a "nuclear weapons moratorium and reduction" with the Soviet Union. The Reagan administration opposes an immediate freeze, but the State Department said the Wisconsin wording was ambiguous and might not be contrary to Reagan's position that weapons reductions should come first.

Ten states settled contests or ratified unopposed candidates for governor, 10 percent to Reagan. Among them, the primary states had 51 House seats, and new members of the Wisconsin delegation this year in six of those districts, two because of re-enumeration, four because of reapportionment.

Mayor Marion Barry Jr. was up for Democratic renomination in the District of Columbia against former Cabinet secretary Patricia Roberts Harris and two city council members. The victor is virtually guaranteed election.

Wisconsin approves anti-nuclear vote

There is no guarantee that weapons reductions should come first.

A mistake in the wording of the referendum, from sent to county clerks by the state Elections Board, created some confusion. But the public was discouraged by a vote increase that was expected to reinforce rather than diminish voter interest on the issue.

Residents of Brattleboro, Vt., voted overwhelmingly yesterday for a nuclear weapons freeze proposal. With 2 of 4 precincts reporting the vote was 526 yes, 65 so.

A similar proposal was approved overwhelmingly yesterday by voters in Austin, Texas. In a straw vote in conjunction with a school bond referendum, the freeze was endorsed by more than 4 to 1.

GET AN EDUCATION MONEY CAN'T BUY.
PLUS $15,200 FOR COLLEGE

Join the Army for two years. Because not only is the Army one place you'll mature in a hurry, it's a great place to get a lot of money for college fast, too.

If you see, if you participate in the Army's college financial assistance program, the money you save for college is matched two-for-one by the government. Then, if you qualify, the Army will add up to $15,200 on top of that.

That's $15,200 in just two years. For more information call your college recruiter.

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.  
SFC Hamilton 234-4187
Economic policy

Middle-road taken by Democrats

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan claimed Tuesday that babies have been born after 40 weeks of pregnancy "and have lived." The record shows, to grow up and be normal.

An official spokesman later acknowledged that Reagan had misstated the record, saying the President actually meant to say fetuses to which a 4-month-old fetus had survived. "He knew," said the spokesman, "but he said three instead of 4.

But the purported source of the President's information about the 4-month old fetus told The Associated Press he had informed presidential aides of it only after questions arose about Reagan's original statement. Moreover, he said, it was he who told reporters the 4-month-old fetus had survived. He, according to the record, had said that the first statement was wrong.

Reagan's claim that 3-month-old fetuses had survived was made to a "a couple of hours, a couple of days.

Another 40,000 Chrysler automakers are on indefinite payroll. They too are covered by the contract and vote on any agreement.

In the Chrysler talks, bargaining began early in the day. "We're going to try to piece this thing together," Thomas Miner, Chrysler vice president of industrial relations, told reporters as he walked into the building where talks were being held.

UAW president Douglas A. Fraser has warned that Chrysler's 43,400 working U.S. automakers would strike at 12:01 a.m. this morning if there were no new agreement, unless the two sides are so close that the current pact could be extended for "a couple of hours, a couple of days.

The President said he has been critical of so-called human life bugün because they have not rallied behind a single measure in Congress, but are divided on what kind of legislation they want.

 grupos of editors of religious journals yesterday afternoon. It ran contrary to the White House to be able to hit one out of the park.

By some estimates, it will cost the nation $1 trillion over the next 10 years to rebuild its infrastructure.

Three months?

Reagan wrong on abortion issue

WASHINGTON (AP) — Reagan said today that he would have been "shocked" had someone told him, after months of pregnancy and "and have lived," the record shows, to grow up and be normal.

An official spokesman later acknowledged that Reagan had misstated the record, saying the President actually meant to say fetuses to which a 4-month-old fetus had survived. "He knew," said the spokesman, "but he said three instead of 4.

But the purported source of the President's information about the 4-month old fetus told The Associated Press he had informed presidential aides of it only after questions arose about Reagan's original statement. Moreover, he said, it was he who told reporters the 4-month-old fetus had survived. He, according to the record, had said that the first statement was wrong.

Reagan's claim that 3-month-old fetuses had survived was made to a "a couple of hours, a couple of days.
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In the Chrysler talks, bargaining began early in the day. "We're going to try to piece this thing together," Thomas Miner, Chrysler vice president of industrial relations, told reporters as he walked into the building where talks were being held.

UAW president Douglas A. Fraser has warned that Chrysler's 43,400 working U.S. automakers would strike at 12:01 a.m. this morning if there were no new agreement, unless the two sides are so close that the current pact could be extended for "a couple of hours, a couple of days.
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Another 40,000 Chrysler automakers are on indefinite payroll. They too are covered by the contract and vote on any agreement.
For the majority of the world's population there has been, so far, only one consequence of the nuclear age: recurring nightmares. Perhaps we have all had dreams and nightmares of nuclear holocaust, or visions of nuclear war. But there has been, so far, only one consequence which occurred about the time of the end of the United States' practice of producing and possibly the one occurrence for which the United States will be forever remembered (or judged) after the generation, the United States, and the current world. The United States of America, the only country in the world to be irresponsible enough to use atomic weapons against another country.

It is difficult to come to a completely rational position on the question of nuclear war. It is very difficult to find people who are actually in favor of nuclear war. But it is a very easy thing to find those who are against a nuclear war.

I was formerly one of those who favored the benevolent use of nuclear energy. Indeed, I felt that nuclear energy was indeed as safe as any other energy that we have in the world. But now I know that the issues of nuclear energy and nuclear weapons could be separated, and that the content that nuclear energy was the best energy option open to the world in the face of dwindling oil reserves.

This was the position I held before the races of Three Mile Island. I believed that the disposal of nuclear waste could be safely handled before the revelation that the nuclear waste disposal site was far more than a mile from the United States. I was the only country in the world to be irresponsible enough to use atomic weapons against another country.

I often wrestle with the problem in my own mind and what I do with the problem is not easy. I don't know whether they're any more apt to drop a bomb than the Soviet Union, and I don't know whether they're any more apt to drop a bomb first than our own generals are.

There are going to be a lot of people who are actually in favor of nuclear war. But there are going to be a lot of people who are against nuclear war. That seems like a lot of people.

We're spending $4 billion to train a small, highly efficient fighting force to fight little wars, free hostages and things like that. It seems like a good idea. But our big idea and Navy unions aren't really much good. If you want to know the truth, the Peacetime armies aren't much good.

The Falkland Islands war proved either that warships, aircraft carriers and long missiles aren't good at all or that they are the only thing worth spending money on. I forget which that war proved. Whenever it is, we ought to abandon either the Army or the Navy.

One good reason for the military buildup is that it is an easy way to get jobs here in the United States. The reason in the world for making weapons is to provide jobs. Making weapons takes money from the rest of the economy, where we need it for the practical things like bridges, roads, houses and refrigerators. Making weapons for nothing if you don't fight a war with it. All you can do is throw it away in a couple of years.

I suppose that the reason in the world for making weapons is to provide jobs. Making weapons takes money from the rest of the economy, where we need it for the practical things like bridges, roads, houses and refrigerators. Making weapons for nothing if you don't fight a war with it. All you can do is throw it away in a couple of years.

If you have only half as many nuclear weapons as we have now, we could still destroy all of Russia, and they could destroy us with what they have. Why then either country need more nuclear weapons?

Nuclear weapons are so terrible that no one will ever use one.

If one in his right mind is going to start a nuclear war, then he's a madman.

"Yeah, but a lot of people who could start one aren't in their right minds."

"That's not going to stop a dictator in some small, depressed country that has nothing to lose from dropping an atomic bomb."

"Why do we need tanks if we have nuclear weapons?"

"Because there are going to be a lot of little wars in which no one quite dares drop the bomb."

"If Yasser Arafat has the bomb, do you think the United States would have dropped it on Israel a few weeks ago?"

"Israel has the bomb. Do you trust Menachem Begin with it?"

We have 400,000 military personnel in foreign countries right now. That seems like a lot of people. It seems like too many people.

We're spending $4 billion to train a small, highly efficient fighting force to fight little wars, free hostages and things like that. It seems like a good idea. Most of our big ideas and Navy unions aren't really much good. If you want to know the truth, the Peacetime armies aren't much good.

The Falkland Islands war proved either that warships, aircraft carriers and long missiles aren't good at all or that they are the only thing worth spending money on. I forget which that war proved. Whenever it is, we ought to abandon either the Army or the Navy.

One good reason for the military buildup is that it is an easy way to get jobs here in the United States. The reason in the world for making weapons is to provide jobs. Making weapons takes money from the rest of the economy, where we need it for the practical things like bridges, roads, houses and refrigerators. Making weapons for nothing if you don't fight a war with it. All you can do is throw it away in a couple of years.

I often wrestle with the problem in my own mind and what I do with the problem is not easy. I don't know whether they're any more apt to drop a bomb than the Soviet Union, and I don't know whether they're any more apt to drop a bomb first than our own generals are.

There are going to be a lot of people who are actually in favor of nuclear war. But there are going to be a lot of people who are against it.

The position I held before the races of Three Mile Island. I believed that the disposal of nuclear waste could be safely handled before the revelation that the nuclear waste disposal site was far more than a mile from the United States. I was the only country in the world to be irresponsible enough to use atomic weapons against another country.

I often wrestle with the problem in my own mind and what I do with the problem is not easy. I don't know whether they're any more apt to drop a bomb than the Soviet Union, and I don't know whether they're any more apt to drop a bomb first than our own generals are.

There are going to be a lot of people who are actually in favor of nuclear war. But there are going to be a lot of people who are against it.

The position I held before the races of Three Mile Island. I believed that the disposal of nuclear waste could be safely handled before the revelation that the nuclear waste disposal site was far more than a mile from the United States. I was the only country in the world to be irresponsible enough to use atomic weapons against another country.

I often wrestle with the problem in my own mind and what I do with the problem is not easy. I don't know whether they're any more apt to drop a bomb than the Soviet Union, and I don't know whether they're any more apt to drop a bomb first than our own generals are.

There are going to be a lot of people who are actually in favor of nuclear war. But there are going to be a lot of people who are against it.
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I'd like you to meet...

Eugene Ionesco, one of the greatest playwrights of the twentieth century, captures the difficulty that people have in their interactions with others. As the Old Man and Old Woman show, we settle for the familiar, often ignoring the possibility of meeting invisible guests. Each name the Old Man proffers to the other guests corresponds to a specific, distinctive person. The person stands before him unique in his thoughts and mannerisms exclusive to that individual.

Ionesco purports to identify each guest by a name that has been given to that face. A closer reading of the script reveals Ionesco's description of the difficulty of such interactions in a point of distinct irony. In the stage directions, he described the reality of this situation. He had given us false names to facilitate the guests as invisible.

After finishing The Chairs, I recalled some of the many occasions here at school when I have participated in massive first semester, "let's get to know people" productions. The obvious four questions were always asked — "what is your name, what is your major, where do you live, where are you from?". A few of the people I met in those crowds have since become close friends. However, the greater part of them have become nameless faces, invisible except for the fact that I once met them and then dismissed them for one reason or another.

The irony of Ionesco's play hits me when I realized that I had doomed many people to an eternal state of solitude by the possibility of meeting invisible guests. I have always considered myself to be open-minded. I have tried to maintain a standard of acceptable responses to bring me laughter and joy. I have been critical about the uniqueness of the individual; so much so that I would never dismiss the experience of any individual for a single reason.

I discovered that I had been deceiving myself. I was reacting in precisely those ways that I had criticized for being closed-minded.

Prejudice is part of our personal likes and dislikes. When we encounter other people, those prejudices surface. At Notre Dame, the "four big questions" facilitate the process of discernment.

My sophomore year abroad proved to be the most revealing experience of my life. An engineering student was required to see people as faces with names that I won't forget. My account of the memories of that semester in Rome and on the Saint Mary's Rome Program. All of my Notre Dame prejudices told me that Saint Mary's women were to be avoided, so proverbially put, "chances once on top; Fleetwood Mac did so and succeeded admirably, putting out one of the three best two-disc sets in rock history. Yet it was too clumsy for many buyers, and putting out the most radically different song on the LP (the title song) as the first single did not help much — the LP sold only "four" million. A year later, Fleetwood Mac Live showed that they sound good live and do not necessarily need million-dollar production costs backing them up.

Mac's MIRAGE

Since Lindsey Buckingham and Stevie Nicks, an obscure Los Angeles group with one original LP under their belts, joined Fleetwood Mac in 1975, the Mac has become one of the most popular bands in America. Also, in a medium where popular success and critical acclaim are almost mutually exclusive, their albums have done on and off both counts. In the seven years since their emergence out of obscurity, they have displayed a mastery of the studio that no band since the Beatles has shown. This continues on Mirage, Fleetwood Mac's fifth album since Buckingham/Nicks joined up.

Beginning with 1975's Fleetwood Mac, the band has had a flair for writing memorable pop songs and at the same time never regressing into bland mediocrity. 1977's Rumours became the first album in modern times to yield four top-ten singles, and also sold around 12-15 million copies (the largest-selling LP in Warner Bros. Records history). Fleetwood Mac is second, by the way.

record review

Trivial quiz 48

1. Life isn't easy. Neither are most of my trivia quizzes, as I showed you last week. I asked you to identify some famous (or not-so-famous) alter egos of well-known artists. Here are the answers:

4. Bob Guy - Frank Zappa (a 45 in 1958; he took the name Eivets Rednow - Stevie Ray Vaughan)
5. Larry Lurex - Freddie Mercury (one 45 in 1973)
9. Larry Lurex - Freddie Mercury (one 45 in 1958; he took the name of his high school nickname, under which he recorded an album which contained "We Gotta Get You a Woman")
10. Bono - U2 (his stage-name nickname, on the 1991 album "The Best of Bono"
7. Florence Ballard in the Beach Boys?
8. AI Jardine in the Beach Boys?
6. Terry Kath as lead guitarist of Chicago?
3. Florence Ballard in the Beach Boys?
2. Joe English as drummer of Wings?
1. Larry Laurs - Freddie Mercury (Queen, the name was a takeoff on the then-popular British artist Gary Glitter - "Laurex" recorded a version of "I Can Hear Music" in 1973)

The 1979 Tusk was a big risk. Very few established acts take chances once on top. Fleetwood Mac did so and succeeded admirably, putting out one of the three best two-disc sets in rock history. Yet it was too clumsy for many buyers, and putting out the most radically different song on the LP (the title song) as the first single did not help much — the LP sold only "four" million. A year later, Fleetwood Mac Live showed that they sound good live and do not necessarily need million-dollar production costs backing them up.

Mirage seems to strike a happy balance between the adventurousness of Tusk and the pure pop of Rumours. There are songs like Nicks' "Gypsy," the LP's second single, which has parallels to other Nicks classics like "Rhiannon," "Dreams," and "Sara" without sounding like a clone of them. Nicks' three tracks (five if you count the marvelous priorities remain with Fleetwood Mac, since only "Edge of Seventeen," the current single album is and as anything else. She is a product of Fleetwood Mac's "Eyes ofthe World," which is the closest Mirage gets to the more of the wall 'Tusk' tracks like "The Lodge" and "That's Easy for Me," distorted guitars, twined voices, Mick Fleetwood's primitive drumming.

If all one could do with an album is draw parallels to the past, then it might be OK, but not really excellent. As usual, the band does move in other directions. "Hold Me," a song Christine McVie wrote with Bobbie Parnett (a fairly obscure singer who has had a couple of medium-sized hits), is one of the few duets you'll ever hear Fleetwood Mac do. It's musically and rhythmically a bit on the safe side (deservedly) one of the big hits of the summer. It's hard to put my finger on exactly what makes this so good. Maybe it's the blend of the voices, maybe it's the production of Buckingham and the usual Mac production team of Richard Dashut and Ken Caillat. Actually, it's not any one thing, it's the entire effect of everything put together that makes it a great song.

Other than the previously-mentioned "Eyes of the World," Buckingham's songs are not as far out as his Tusk offerings, but they offer a variety of quieter, more intimate moods. A couple of songs seem out of place, but they fade out just when they seem to be getting to the point. One thing I have to say about Lindsey Buckingham is that he is as sensitive and as romantic as any song. Again, only the Beatles have ever used the studio in quite the manner that Fleetwood Mac has and yet not become totally dominated by it. As usual, this album was preceded by rumors of Fleetwood Mac's internal dissension. The rumors are off and on all the time, and the cause of last year's solo albums from Mick Fleetwood, Stevie Nicks and Lindsey Buckingham, and another in the can from Christine McVie. However, every time this has happened, Fleetwood Mac has come back sounding more together than ever. On Mirage, they have combined the best elements of Rumours and the best elements of Tusk and come up with an album truly deserving of the word "classic."
The Indiana Pacers will play a group of NBA All-Stars in a benefit basketball game in Indianapolis Sept. 25 for the United Way of Greater Indianapolis, which serves 67 local agencies.

Players on the NBA All-Star squad will all have Indiana college backgrounds. Among them are Detroit's Joe Dumars, Woodson, and Gervin. The game will tip off at 1:30 p.m. Saturday. Tip-off is at 1:30 p.m. (EST) at Market Square Arena. Tickets are selling fast at Gate 10 of the ACC. — The Observer

See BRIEFS, page 10
PHOENIX (AP) -- Former Notre Dame head coach Dan Devine, citing "a strong sense of loyalty and obligation" to his present employer, said yesterday that he has turned down a possible position with the Arizona Wranglers of the new United States Football League.

In an exclusive interview with the Associated Press, Devine said he has chosen to remain as executive director of the Sun Angel Foundation -- the main booster organization of Arizona State University. "It's like a marriage," he said. "When you get married, you don't say I'll stay with this until something better comes along. I was brought here to do a job. My future is tied to the Sun Angel Foundation." Devine reiterated that he may return to coaching if the Wranglers ever receives an NFL franchise.

"That's the only thing that could get me back," said the 57-year-old Devine, who posted a 198-85-1 record in a combined 33 years of coaching at Arizona State, Missouri, Notre Dame and the NFL's Green Bay Packers. "If the Indianapolis job becomes a reality and I feel I am the least bit interested and I was contacted, I would talk to them. I'm leaving the door open," Devine said. "I think people wanted me to leave a hair in the door with the Wranglers, too. But I wouldn't feel comfortable that way. I felt that a conflict of interest was bound to arise.

Devine was hired by the Sun Angels last Feb. 15, but had been considered the top candidate to become head coach and/or general manager of the Wranglers even before the franchise moved here from Los Angeles in August.

"In fairness to everyone, I thought this was time to clear the air," Devine said, reading from a terse two-paragraph statement his secretary was to deliver to other media members last night. "I didn't want to have a press conference because I thought it would be presumptuous for me to turn down a job I never had. But if I didn't withdraw my name, nobody would." Speaking from a corner booth of a Phoenix hotel coffee shop, Devine said he reached his decision "over the weekend" after discussions with Wrangler co-owners Jim Joseph and Brad Liebman.

Sources say the two parties mutually assured over one another at Devine deserved part-ownership of the team, a yearly salary in the $500,000 range and wanted to hand kickers extra money.

Mike Colangelo, Personnel and Assistant Coaches.

Former Irish Coach Dan Devine has turned down a job that wasn't even offered -- as coach of the USFL's Arizona Wranglers.
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would go for naught. However, once again, the Irish fought back and won the first game.

Noie Dume used the momentum that they had picked up to sprint out to a fast lead in the second game. Utilizing some of the skills State mistakes and playing exceptional defense, the Irish jumped out to a quick six-point lead.

The Spartans fought back again, closing the gap to within six points. It appeared that the party might be over for the Irish, though, they buckled down and won the last four points of the game for the victory.

The Irish once again were rolling in the third game as they jumped out to another early lead. The score went to 11-7 in Notre Dame’s favor and it looked like a sweep was imminent, but Michigan State fought back, winning eight straight points for a 15-11 victory.

In the fourth game, the Spartans finally used their size to an advantage, snapping hard shots at the feet of the Irish players. They jumped out to an early lead and stopped another Notre Dame comeback attempt to win easily.

Going into the last game things didn’t look too promising for the Irish. Michigan State was playing well and had the momentum.

Continued from page 8

The interhall cross-country deadline is September 21. Men and women interested in the meet should contact the Office of Non-Varsity Athletics. — The Observer

ND Hang Gliding Club is being organized. Call Ted Forrester at 287-7177 for information. — The Observer

ND track and field team will hold an organizational meeting this evening at 7 p.m. in the ACE Auditorium. Any men interested in participating in either the winter or spring season should attend. — The Observer

The ND Sailing Club will be having its weekly meeting tonight at 10 p.m. at the boat house. Membership cards will be distributed. Also, new members are welcome. — The Observer

ND Windsurfers will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the boat house. Freestyle All-American Tom Farrell will give a demonstration. — The Observer

The ND-SMC Judo Club will start practices under black belt instruction today at 3 to 5 p.m. and Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. on the second floor of the Rock. — The Observer

The Notre Dame Open golf tournament continues this week. Forty of the original 75 contestants have finished 36 holes. The leader at the halfway point is tour star David Moorhouse, who shot a blistering 67-74-141. Four under par. Second place is shared by Dave Pangrazi (72-70-142) and Frank Leyes (74-74-142). Three strokes round out the leader board. Freshmen Lon Hoffman (73-73-146) and Blake Garndt (74-74-148) are just ahead of sophomore Peter Vidolsky (73-75-148). The tournament continues through Friday. — The Observer

The ND-SMC Ski team will hold an optional intra-squad game Sunday afternoon at 3:30 p.m. Meet at gate 10 at the A.C.C. — The Observer

continued from page 12

The Notre Dame women’s tennis team was victorious yesterday over Wheaton College, division III opponent from Wheaton, Ill. The team overcame numerous injuries to post an easy 7-2 win.

The major injury belonged to Sue Panther at No. 1 singles; who was forced to retire halfway through her match against Jane Nelson because of pain in her back. At No. 2 singles, Laura Lee ignored her sore ankle to win 6-2, 6-0 over Wheaton’s Linda Betine. Freshman Mary Colarossi had an easy time with Laura Linderstrom, 6-0, 6-0. No. 3 doubles player, Lisa Laffranta defeated Pam Moorhouse of Wheaton 6-2, 6-2. No. 5 Cathy Schnell beat Kate Werner 6-1, 6-2. At No. 6 singles, Notre Dame’s Camille Werner overcame a pulled muscle in her leg to defeat Laura Linderstrom 6-2, 6-2. Coach Sharon Pettit was rightfully concerned about her team’s injuries.

Again, Notre Dame showed that they were going to play tough. They took the early lead and forced the Spartans into some critical mistakes. Sensing a victory, the Irish played almost perfect tennis on their way to a 15-1 romp, thereby taking the best-of-five match, three games to two.

"I’m really pleased about the fact that the girls came back after they lost momentum," said VanSlager. "It’s typical to lose momentum, but the girls put their heads together and decided to get the job done." Freshman Karen Raubiers looked very impressive in leading the team’s offensive attack. She served well and scored consistently through all five games.

All the other players did well also. McLaughlin, Josie Maternowski, Linda Cooper, Teresa Henken, Tracy Flemingston and Julia Person ran their offense well and played excellent defense.

"It is nice to have a victory over a strong team early in the year," said VanSlager. "It’s good psychologically.

"The girls learned to win. They now know what it takes to be successful.

Ironically, a volleyball coach from a South Bend high school brought her team to the gate to let them watch and learn from Michigan State’s errors.

They did get a good lesson, but it came from the other side of the court.

In tennis

Irish women top rivals, injuries

By DAVE STANG

Notre Dame's Camille Werner overcame a pulled muscle in her leg to defeat Laura Linderstrom 6-2, 6-2. The other doubles team of Linda Betine and Louissa DeMello were given the opportunity to play doubles together for the first time. They played well at No. 3, where they defeated Wheaton’s Kate Werner and Jan Nelson 6-0, 7-5. At No. 4 doubles, Colarossi and Laffranta lost to Jane Nelson and Laura Linderstrom 6-7, 2-6 yesterday.

Leonard and Brianner beat Wheaton’s Moorhouse and Bonner 6-3, 6-1 in an exciting match.

"Wheaton wasn’t as tough as in the past because they’ve lost some players to other schools due to scholarships," reflected Coach Pettit. But she related her happiness with the team when she saw, "Everyone played well, especially at singles."
Stuns MSU
Volleyball team comes of age

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Special Writer

"I'm happy." That was Notre Dame volleyball coach Sandy VanSlager's reaction after her team batted off a huge upset against Michigan State last night in the ACC. The victory marks the high point in the history of volleyball at Notre Dame. Michigan State, the Big Ten champs last year, came into the game with outsnowing credentials. The match went to the maximum five games before the Irish prevailed 15-7, 15-11, 9-15, 15-1.

The Irish showed that pony, smart play can overcome physical disadvantages. Their opponents had an incredible height advantage as their shortest player was as tall as Notre Dame's tallest. Some of the Spartans were more than five feet taller than the Irish players.

"It shows that height isn't always the key," said VanSlager. "You can have the height but not the skill. Nevertheless, at the beginning of the match, it appeared that the Irish were awed by the Spartans' size. They played hesitantly as the Michigan State blockers forced them into some weak shots. Quickly they were down 15-4 and it appeared that the Spartans were out to take the game. Then Mary McLaughlin took her team to another service line. The freshman standout from Santa Barbara, Calif., gave Michigan State all kinds of trouble with her serves. The Spartans would romp as expected. Michigan State regrouped, taking the lead 15-4, and it appeared that the tremendous Irish comeback

Some writers, however, the Michigan State game was on live TV in Wisconsin and Bill Jauss of the Chicago Tribune wondered why Faust hadn't thought to have somebody videotape it.

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Special Writer

"But," he quickly added, "that's not the same as having the game films. It's hard to analyze a game from a TV tape. The one I saw had a lot of close-ups." Faust assured the writers that videotaping opponents' games violated NCAA regulations.

Who'll replace Crable?
Kelly sizes up linebackers

By MIKE RICCARDI
Sports Writer

Since its revival in 1978, the Notre Dame-Michigan football series has featured four very physical ballgames. And while Saturday night's matchup promises to be no less hard-hitting, the Irish will have to do battle without the help of Bob Crable, the defensive anchor for the past four seasons.

Irish Linebacker Coach George Kelty, a 14-year-old disciple, held the responsibility of reconstructing Notre Dame's defense around a new leader in the middle. Last year, disappoiting line play meant overwork for the linebackers. This year, with support from up front, the tackle unit might go down, but overall effectiveness should increase.

Replacing Crable in the middle will be the responsibility of Mark Zavaggin, a two-year starter on the weak side and the secondleading Irish tackler in 1980 and 1981. The 6-2, 228-pound Zavaggin made 94 stops last fall while picking off three enemy passes — tops on the team. The defensive captain is not huge, but very quick, with excellent field sense and a knack for being around the ball.

Cincinnati Moeller-alumnus Mike Larkin will eventually join Zavaggin on the inside of Notre Dame's 5-2 defensive alignment. Larkin won the starting position after an impressive spring season and a solid showing in May's Blue-Gold game; but is temporarily sidelined with a shoulder separation. The 6-1, 209-pound sophomore looks undersized at first glance, but raw speed makes him excellent on pass coverage.

On the strong side, two-year start er Joe Rudzinski is battling 6-5, 225-pound junior Rick Naylor to regain his starting position. Shoulder injuries hampered Rudzinski in 1981. Notre Dame's leading tackler last season. The 6-3, 224-pound Rudzinski should compete for significant playing time of the remaining viability. Joe Bars, a 6-5, 225-pound sophomore, provides strongside depth.

Rick Dillernard and Tony Forjanic lead the list of freshmen in camp, and while neither should crack the lineup this week, contributions could come sooner than expected. Californian Dillernard and Chicagans Forjanic, and Ron Westhoorder came to Notre Dame last month as consensus prep All-Americans.

Mark Zavaggin
Joe Rudzinski
Mike Larkin
Rick Naylor

ND, Michigan will light up the night
Rich O' Connor
Sports Writer

Author's note: For the past three years this column has been written by Bill Marquardt. While no one can possibly hope to fill his shoes, I will attempt to continue IRISH ITEMS on the same tradition.

THE SERIES — Michigan holds an overall edge with a record of 11-8-1, but Notre Dame dominated this year, beating the Wolverines in 1979 and 1980 to match their series at 10-10. Since 1978 the Irish and the Wolverines have split two games, with Notre Dame winning 17-10 in 1977 and Michigan winning 27-21 in 1979. The Irish dominated, taking the lead 15-4, and it appeared that the tremendous Irish comeback

On television — Notre Dame owes an overall 38-31-2 mark in televised games, including a 27-21-1 figure in contests televised on national television against ABC. The Irish have now lost four consecutive nationally televised games, dating back to their 7-2 loss at Alabama in 1980. In addition to the Michigan game on ABC, Notre Dame also will appear on national television against LSU under artificial lighting, when they beat Arizona 39-7 in Tucson.

Combing with Carter — Gerry Faust and Bo Schembechler will each have trouble defending against the offensive output of an opponent named Carter — in-chip for the Irish and speedster Anthony for the Wolverines.

Phil Carter was last year's leading rusher with 722 yards in 165 carries and has a career total of 1,694 yards in 378 carries. He is presently Notre Dame's 5th-best career ground-gainer. Phil is joined on the Irish roster by two other Carters — Mansel, a junior a defensive end, and Ray, a freshman tackle.

Michigan's Anthony Carter has 118 career receptions for 2,232 yards and 29 touchdowns. Six of those receptions have come against the Irish — resulting in two touchdowns. The Wolverine speedster also returns punts (62-637 yards) and kickoff (49-1,424 yards). "Anthony Carter is the type of halfback who can dominate a game by his sheer speed alone," Faust said. "If he catches a couple of passes per game, but just the fact that he lines up out there on the outside every play drives a defense nuts. You can never afford to give him any kind of room because he'll kill you."

For openers — Notre Dame stands 80-8-5 in season openers. That figure includes a 57-7-3 record at home. Notre Dame also faced Michigan in the '79 season opener, winning 12-10. Last year the Irish defeated the Wolverines by a 27-9 victory over LSU for Gerry Faust's first collegiate victory.


See ITEMS, page 5

The Irish volleyball team stunned MSU last night. (Photo by Scott Bauer)